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ABSTRACT
It is necessary to guarantee the order of write requests being
written into the storage device for the filesystem consistency.
fsync() guarantees the consistency of the filesystem by the
flush-based synchronization technique. There have been the
various attempts to improves the performance of fsync(), and
some of them contribute to improve the performance of fsync().
Among these attempts, two approaches (F2FS and Supercap-SSD)
contribute to decrease of the fsync() overhead. However, we
discovered that the huge bottleneck occurs in the process of
fsync() when using these two techniques. We identified the
cause of this problem is the scanning overhead for the free node
IDs, and digitalized the effect of the fsync() performance
degradation. Consequently, we proved that the scanning overhead
in fsync() of F2FS decreases the I/O performance if the
overhead at the FLUSH command diminishes.
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1. INTRODUCTION
It is necessary to guarantee the order of write requests being
written to the storage device for the consistency. The existing
linux kernel uses the FLUSH-based synchronization function:
fsync() (or fdatasync()) to ensure the write order [1,2].
Because fsync()is the synchronous operation, it is a very
expensive system call among the file operations. In the some
workloads (e.g. mail server [3]) that call the fsync() frequently,
fsync() becomes the big bottleneck in the overall performance.
To solve the performance problems of fsync(), there have been
the various attempts, and some of them contribute to improve the
performance of fsync().
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The first approach is to design the new filesystem. F2FS [4] is the
log-structured filesystem [5,6] optimized for NAND flash storage
that is widely used from mobile devices such as smart phones and
tablets to server devices that perform high-speed operations. F2FS
shows the higher performance than other journaling filesystems as
well as other log-structured filesystems on several workloads [4].
Especially, in the fsync()-intensive workloads [7], the
performance gap is larger.
The second approach is to reduce the overhead at the FLUSH
command. The FLUSH command used in the fsync() has a large
overhead. There are the several efforts to reduce the overhead of
the FLUSH command. You can replace some FLUSH requests in
the fsync() process with the transactional checksum [8,9,10],
set the filesystem to ignore the FLUSH requests (nobarrier
option [11]), or put the supercapacitor [12,13] inside storage. As
follows, the overhead for the FLUSH command can be reduced.
Among these attempts, it is an attractive solution to place the
supercapacitor inside the storage. This solution can ensure the
reliability of the FLUSH command as well as reduce the overhead
of the actual FLUSH command. The Storage with the
supercapacitor (Supercap-SSD) does not wait until the data in the
writeback cache of the storage is written into the disk surface
persistently during the processing of the FLUSH command. In the
event of a sudden system crash because of the power failure, the
supercapacitor installed on the storage solves the problem by
powering the storage until the data blocks in the writeback cache
are written to the storage.
The two approaches (F2FS, Supercap-SSD) that can reduce the
overhead of fsync() are effective in improving the performance
of fsync(), respectively. However, when both techniques are
combined, the performance of the real workloads that calls
fsync() shows the unexpected result. We found that when the
overhead at the FLUSH command is removed from F2FS file
system, the performance of the F2FS decreases compared to other
file systems with no-flush. In this paper, we quantified the
performance of the F2FS for the Supercap-SSD and analyzed the
cause of the performance degradation problem in fsync() when
reducing the overhead at the FLUSH command in the F2FS.
We construct the section of the paper as follows. Section 2
explains the important background; FLUSH command and
fsync() mechanism in F2FS. Section 3 introduces the problem
that the performance of fsync() in F2FS decreases on
Supercap-SSD. Section 4 proves the performance degradation in
fsync() affects the I/O performance by performing the several
experiments. Section 5 summarizes the contents, and concludes
the paper.

2. BACKGROUND
2.1 FLUSH Command
Cache Flush [1,7] is the storage command that writes data blocks
stored in the writeback cache of the storage into the disk surface
permanently. Although the data block is stored in the writeback
cache of the storage, sudden power failure makes the data
damaged because the writeback cache is volatile. Therefore, the
function of the FLUSH command is important to guarantee the
consistency of the filesystem.

data and node segment. Although the application calls fsync(),
F2FS does not issue the metadata of the filesystem. The metadata
of F2FS is only issued when the checkpoint, or the segment
cleaning is triggered.

However, the FLUSH command is a serious bottleneck in
processing the I/O operations. This is because the processing of
the FLUSH command takes a long time and the I/O stack delays
the processing of the subsequent I/O requests until the completion
of the FLUSH command.

Figure 2. fsync() in F2FS (WoC: Wait-on-Complete)

Figure 1. FLUSH Overhead (4 KB Random Write followed by
fdatasync())

F2FS has a high processing speed when performing fsync()
compared to other file systems that support recovery. For example,
when compared to the journaling file system EXT4, which is
currently used in the Linux kernel, fsync()-intensive workload
(Filebench [15] – Varmail) showed a 2.5X performance
improvement [4]. This difference in performance of fsync() is
affected by the number of FLUSH requests processed by the
fsync() system call.

2.2 fsync() System Call in F2FS

The fsync() operation of the EXT4 filesystem issues two
FLUSH commands. First FLUSH command guarantees the order
between file data and metadata. Second FLUSH command is used
for the persistency of the transaction. On the other hand, fsync()
of F2FS issues one FLUSH command. After writing data segment
and node segment, the fsync() calls the FLUSH command at
the end. This is because the logging of F2FS is performed by
periodically called checkpoint operation whereas the EXT4
performs the recovery by using the data in the journal area in units
of fsync(). When fsync() is called, the EXT4 filesystem
triggers the JBD [16] daemon that operates the journaling of
EXT4. The JBD daemon issues the metadata in the transaction
into the storage after the data blocks in the file are transferred to
the writeback cache in the storage. To check whether the metadata
is successfully committed, the JBD daemon issues the journal
commit record after the metadata is written into journal area. The
commit record is the block to ensure that the corresponding
transaction commits successfully. If a sudden system crash occurs
due to factors such as power failure during journaling, EXT4
attempts to roll-forward recovery to the disk area using the
metadata written in the journal area. In this case, not all the
metadata blocks are recovered in the disk area, but only the
metadata in the transaction in which the commit record is
successfully recorded is recovered. In order to ensure the accuracy
of such a recovery operation, the additional FLUSHing occurs
because it is necessary to ensure that the metadata in the
transaction is recorded persistently before the commit record
block.

Figure 2 shows the I/O processing when fsync() is called on
F2FS. Firstly, F2FS dispatches the data segment of the file into
the storage, and waits until the transfer of the data is completed.
After the transfer of the data, F2FS issues the node segment and
waits until the transfer of the node is completed. Finally, F2FS
issues the FLUSH commands to guarantee the durability of the

On the other hand, F2FS provides the more efficient logging
mechanism for the recovery against system crash situations. First,
F2FS supports the roll-back recovery through the checkpoint
technique. F2FS configures the filesystem metadata (e.g, NAT,
SIT, SSA, etc.) into a Checkpoint Pack during the checkpoint
process and writes it permanently in storage. F2FS provides a

We conducted a simple experiment with two storage devices to
confirm how much the FLUSH command affects the performance
of the actual I/O operations. Figure 1 shows the performance of 4
KB random write (overwrite) + fdatasync() to the 10 GB file
based on EXT4 [14] (Ordered mode). We used Samsung 850PRO
128 GB for plain-SSD, and Samsung SM843 480 GB (with the
supercapacitor) for supercap-SSD. We measured the performance
of the NoFlush situation by using the nobarrier option in the
EXT4 filesystem to set the filesystem not to call the FLUSH
command.
The result of the experiment shows that both storage devices have
the higher I/O performance in the NoFlush situation compared to
FLUSH. However, the size of the performance improvement is
different. In Plain-SSD, the performance gap in Flush and
NoFlush is bigger than 88X while performance gap is 40 % in
supercap-SSD. The reason for the performance difference from
the FLUSH command in supercap-SSD is that when the FLUSH
command is received from the storage, the data in the writeback
cache is returned immediately without waiting to be written to the
disk surface. Through the following experimental result, we could
confirm that the FLUSH command can be a serious bottleneck in
processing I/O operations.

recovery point of the filesystem by performing the checkpoint
periodically (default: 30 seconds). If a system crash occurs, the
roll-back recovery of F2FS will recover the filesystem with the
latest checkpoint pack. In addition, F2FS performs the rollforward recovery based on the node segment processed through
fsync() and the latest checkpoint pack information.

We performed the experiment to confirm the fsync()
performance degradation problem. Figure 3, 4 exhibit the trend of
fsync() latency on EXT4 and F2FS respectively when
performing the Varmail workload (fsync()-intensive workload)
in Filebench. In EXT4, the fsync() latency is maintained
consistently over the runtime of Varmail.

Therefore, in fsync() of F2FS, only the data segment and node
(metadata of the file) segment of the file are written to the storage.
If the checkpoint is not triggered during fsync(), the write
requests for the metadata are not issued. Therefore, unlike the
EXT4 file system, the fsync() of F2FS issues the FLUSH
request after the write requests for the data and node segment are
processed.

On the other hand, F2FS maintains the lower latency than EXT4
in the beginning. However, fsync() latency of F2FS is
increased after 20 seconds. We confirmed the time when fsync()
latency is increased is identical with the time when F2FS starts the
scanning operations. In other words, scanning operation in F2FS
decreases the performance of fsync(). The average fsync()
latency after the scanning operation increases by 2.16X against
the average fsync() latency before the scanning operation (183
usec vs. 396 usec).

3. fsync() Performance Degradation
Problem in F2FS
We found that the fsync() performance decreases when both
F2FS and Supercap-SSD are used. We analyzed this performance
degradation problem of fsync(), and confirmed that the cause
of this problem is the scanning overhead to find the free node ID
in the Node ID bitmap.
F2FS manages the node (metadata information in the file), and the
location information of each node is managed by filesystem
metadata called NAT (Node Address Table). In F2FS, the free
nids run out quickly in case of the intensive node allocation.
Therefore, F2FS caches the NAT entry in the memory to prevent
the filesystem from generating the I/O for NAT in the storage
whenever the location information of nodes in the file system is
changed [17]. However, in the case of the intensive node
allocation such as the Varmail workload, the number of cached
NAT entries increases rapidly in the course of the workload
operation, resulting in exceeding the threshold value of cached
NAT entries (DEF_NAT_CACHE_THRESHOLD). If the number
of the cached NAT entry is more than the threshold value,
fsync() triggers f2fs_balance_fs_bg(). This function
reduces the number of the cache NAT entries less than the
threshold value by deleting the cached NAT entries as many as 4
KB block through the FIFO (First-In, First-Out) algorithm.
However, f2fs_balance_fs_bg() performs the additional
operation as well as the control of the cache NAT entry. This
function searches the free nids (node IDs) in the cached NAT
entry using free_nid_bitmap (node ID bitmap array), and
inserts the free nid into nid_list [FREE_NID_LIST], the
list of the free nids. Furthermore, in order to insert the free nids
searched through free_nid_bitmap into nid_list, F2FS
should scan nid_list [FREE_NID_LIST] because the free
nids searched through free_nid_bitmap might already be
located in nid_list [FREE_NID_LIST]. Immediately,
although all free nids that F2FS searches through
free_nid_bimap are already located in nid_list
[FREE_NID_LIST], F2FS should scan the nid_list
[FREE_NID_LIST] every free nid. Until the number of the
cached NAT entries decreases below the threshold value,
fsync() in F2FS triggers f2fs_balance_fs_bg() with
the scanning operation for the free node ID. Consequently, if
using Supercap-SSD in F2FS, the overhead at the FLUSH
command decreases, but it causes the serious scanning overhead
because the intensive node allocation makes the fsync() system
call trigger f2fs_balance_fs_bg().

Figure 3. fsync() latency in EXT4

Figure 4. fsync() latency in F2FS

4. EXPERIMENTS
We performed the experiments to confirm the effect of the
fsync() performance degradation problem in F2FS. The
experiments were conducted on the EXT4 (Ordered mode) and
F2FS in Linux 4.14-rc5 (Ubuntu 14.04). For the evaluation, we
used the PC Server with Intel Core i7-4790 (4 cores), 4 GB
Memory, and Samsung SM843 480GB (Supercap-SSD). We
repeated all experiments 10 times, and calculated the average of
the results.

4.1 Microbenchmark
We used Mobibench [18,19] to measure the performance of
fsync(). We set the two workloads: 4 KB Sequential Write
and 4 KB Random Write (Overwrite) to the 10GB-sized files.
fsync() is called per each 4 KB write.

Figure 6. Server Workload (Filebench - Varmail)

Figure 5. Microbenchmark (4 KB write() followed by
fsync())
Figure 5 exhibits the result of 4KB Write followed by fsync()
on the EXT4 and F2FS filesystems. In this experiment, the
performance degradation of fsync() does not occur because the
amount of the node allocation is not sufficient for the threshold of
NAT cache. When EXT4 performs fsync() in the sequential
write workload, it writes the additional journal log (e.g. journal
descriptor, journal commit record) as well as the data in the files,
and the metadata. Furthermore, fsync() in EXT4 performs the
additional FLUSH command against fsync() in F2FS because
of the reliability of the transaction commit. Consequently, F2FS
exhibits 1.63X (6,656 IOPS vs. 10,872 IOPS) performance against
EXT4.
On the other hand, in the random write workload, EXT4 exhibits
1.11X (21,654 IOPS vs. 19,550 IOPS) performance against F2FS.
This is because most fsync()s of EXT4 does not have the dirty
metadata in the transaction. fsync() in EXT4 is performed like
fdatasync() if there is no metadata submitted into the storage.
Random Overwrite only changes the timestamp [20] information
in the files [21]. Therefore, if the several fsync()s are called in
the same time interval, the fsync()s do not call the journaling
thread excluding one fsync(). Consequently, in random write,
most fsync()s in EXT4 are performed like fdatasync().
fdatasync() only issues the data block, and calls one FLUSH
command. On the other hand, fsync() of F2FS always issues
the data and node segments despite the random write workload.
On this account, the performance of the random write in EXT4 is
higher than F2FS.

4.2 Server Workload
We used the Filebench - Varmail workload among the server
workloads to show the fsync() performance degradation in
F2FS. Varmail is fsync()-intensive workload [7]. In Varmail,
16 threads perform the working set: create(), unlink(),
read(), write(), fsync(), and etc on the 1000 files in a
directory.

Figure 6 exhibits the performance of the Varmail workload on the
runtime in EXT4 and F2FS. F2FS has the higher performance
than EXT4 before the 30 sec. This is because the additional
journal write occurs in the EXT4 filesystem. However, the
performance of F2FS continuously decreases after the 30 seconds
while the performance of EXT4 is consistent. Consequently, in
the 120 sec, the performance of F2FS is 0.67X against EXT4.
This experimental result shows that the scanning operation in
fsync() decreases the performance of F2FS.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we analyzed the fsync() mechanism in F2FS.
Based on the analysis, we investigated the cause of the fsync()
performance decreases in F2FS with Supercap-SSD, and finally
confirm the scanning overhead of the free node IDs becomes the
bottleneck in fsync() of F2FS. Furthermore, we prove the
correlation between the FLUSH overhead in fsync() and the
scanning overhead for the free node IDs of F2FS. If the FLUSH
overhead diminishes, the scanning overhead in F2FS increases
because F2FS will allocate the nodes more quickly. Finally, we
confirm the impact of the fsync() Performance Degradation by
performing the several experiments. The fsync() latency
increases by 2.16X, and the performance of F2FS is 0.67X against
EXT4 due to the scanning overhead.
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